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SOME NOTES ON MARKU0160EVI010C BASES IN WEAKLY
COMPACTLY GENERATED BANACH SPACES

K. John and V. Zizler

Abstract

Let X be a (non-separable) Banach space generated by a weakly
compact subset. If X has Markusevic basis with norming coefficient
space then so does every subspace. Extension of Markusevic bases
from subspaces to the whole X and a renorming theorem for X =

C(K) is proved.

1. Introduction

In this paper some results on separable Banach spaces are

generalized to the class of weakly compactly generated (WCG)
Banach spaces. By Banach spaces X, C(K) we will, in this in-

troduction, understand (non-separable) WCG spaces.
In section 3 we show that C(K) has Markusevic basis whose

coefficient space is contained in span of K. Using the renorming
technique of S. Trojanski and the results of E. Asplund and J. Moreau
we observe that on C(K) there exists an equivalent locally uniformly
rotund norm whose dual norm on [C(K)]* is rotund and whose unit
ball is pointwise closed. Thus on the unit sphere of this norm on C(K)
coincide the norm topology and the topology of pointwise con-

vergence.

In section 4 is shown that every Markusevic basis of a subspace of
X can be extended to a Markusevic basis of X. In the separable case
it was proved in [6]. Further we show that if X has shrinking
Markusevic basis then every shrinking Markusevic basis of a subspace
of X can be extended to a shrinking Markusevic basis of X. Here it is not
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necessary to suppose explicitly that X is WCG because easily every
space with shrinking Markusevic basis is WCG (cf. [20], [8]).

In section 5 it is proved that if X has Markusevic basis whose

coefficient is norming then every closed subspace has also such a
Markusevic basis. Thus the problem of the existence of Markusevic
basis of X with norming coefficient space (cf. [17, p. 108] and [9, p. 688])
is reduced to C(K) spaces.
The propositions rely on projectional resolutions of WCG spaces

constructed by D. Amir and J. Lindenstrauss [1] with some refine-
ments [7], [20].

2. Notation and definitions

If (X, Y) is a dual pair of vector spaces, then w(X, Y) is the weak
topology on X given by the duality (X, Y). For a normed space X,
w(X*, X) (resp. w(X, X *)) topology is denoted by w* (resp. w)-
topology. If M C X and Y is a subspace of X* (total on X), then

sp M (resp. w(X, Y) sp M) denotes the linear (resp. w(X, Y) closed
linear) span of M in X. Also we put sp M = w(X, X *) sp M, i.e. the
norm closed span of M. A subspace Y C X* is called 5-norming on
(X, 1.1) if 03B4x{sup f(x);fE Y, f  1} for all x E X. Evidently Y is
1-norming iff the closed unit ball of X is w(X, Y) closed. If Y is

5-norming for some 8 &#x3E; 0, we say that Y is norming.
A Banach space (X, 1-1) is locally uniformly rotund (LUR) if

whenever IXnl 1 = lx = 1, lim IXn + x = 2, then lim (xn - x = 0. X is ro-
tund if whenever x, y Cz X, lx = Iyl = 41x + y l, then x = y. A topological
space is called Eberlein compact, if it is homeomorphic to a weakly
compact subset of a Banach space (in its w-topology). Banach space
X is weakly compactly generated (WCG) if X = sp C where C C X is
weakly compact. Let Y C X ; (resp. Y C X*) ; by dens Y (resp.
w* dens X*) we mean the density of Y, i.e. the smallest cardinal

number of a norm (resp. w*)-dense subset of Y.
The restriction of a map f on a subset A is denoted by flA. If F is a

set of mappings then by F/A we mean the set {fIA; f E F}.
A system {xi’ x*1}iEI C X x X* is Markusevic basis (M-basis) if

x*i(Xj) = 03B4ij, sp {xi} = X and (xt) are total on X. M-basis {Xi’ xi*} is

shrinking if sp {x*i} = X*. By a coefficient space of M-basis lxi, Xi*} we
mean the (non closed) subspace sp {x*i}. If lxi, x*i}iEI, is M-basis of the
subspace sp {Xi}iEI’ C X, then by an extension of this M-basis to X we
mean an M-basis {Xi’ x*i}iEI of X such that I’ C 1.
ABB is the set theoretic différence ta E A; ae B}.
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3. M-bases and LUR norms in C(K) spaces

We start with a lemma which is a modification of the fundamental
finite dimensional Lemma 2 of [1]. We show that arbitrary linearly
independent subset K can be preserved by the operators T : Z C. If
we proceeded as in the proof of Lemma 2 in [6] and suitably
restricting zi to K, we would obtain only T(Z n K) C U 03B1&#x3E;0 03B1K
(because of the inequality |E 03BBizi|&#x3E;|03BB|, zi E K on page 43. To prove
T (Z fl K) C K we will modify a little the proof and list it here for the
sake of completeness.

LEMMA 1: Let X be a linear space with two norms 1.lt, 1’12 and let
K C X be a linear basis of X. Suppose that we are given E &#x3E; 0, m
elements f¡,..., fm of (X,1-12)* and a finite-dimensional subspace
B C X. Then there exists an eo-dimensional subspace C C X con-
taining B such that, for every subspace Z of X with Z D B and
dim Z/B  00, there is a linear operator T : Z - C with the properties
|T|  1+E, |T|2  1 + E, Tb = b for every b E B, T(z n K) C K and
Ifk(z) - fk(TZ)| Elzb for every z E Z and k = 1, ..., m.

PROOF: It is easy to see that we may suppose that B = sp (B f1 K)
and also Z = sp (z n K). Let r be a positive integer. Choose

b 1, ... , bp E B such that for every b E B we have:

(i) If |b|03B1  r then there is h (1  h  p ) such that |b - bh|03B1  r -1,
(a = 1, 2).

Let n be an other integer and consider the Euclidean space R" with
the norm lÀ | = E1n l03BB1l. Choose elements À t, ..., 03BB q of the unit sphere
Sn {03BB E R"; lÀ = 1} in Rn. Let us define on the set Kn the following
Q = 2n + 2pq + mn functions of (xl, ..., xn) E Kn :

These functions can be regarded as a function cp : Kn ---&#x3E; R Q. Taking in
RQ the metric p of maximal coordinate distance, we choose a

sequence {xt}t = {xtrn} for each r, n. Let C C X be the subspace
spanned by B and lx"1, i = l, ..., n ; t, r, n = 1, 2, ....
Now let E &#x3E; 0, Z D B, dim Z/B = n be given. If B fl K = {b1, ..., bv}

and Z fl K = {b1, ..., bv, Z1,..., Znl then these are linear bases of B
and Z respectively because of our assumptions on B and Z. Let P be
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the projection of Z onto B sending all zi to zero and let K be such

that IP la  K ; a = 1, 2. Now let the number u be such that |~1n 03BBizi|03B1 &#x3E;

u |(03BBi)l (such u exists because all norms on R" are equivalent). If

|Zi|03B1  s for all i = 1,..., n and a = 1, 2, we choose positive integer r
such that (2s + 4)r-1  Eu(1+K)-1. Let x=(x1,...,xn,)E K n be an

element of the sequence defining C such that p(cp(x), cp(z¡, ..., zn)) 
r-1. Define on Z

We have T(z n K)=T{b1,B
C K. Now we prove that |T|03B1  1 + 03B5. It suffices to show that

and z = b +1 À,z, E Z.
If |b|03B1 &#x3E; r then |Z|03B1 &#x3E;r-s while

(We used the fact that lxil03B1 - |Zi|03B1| r-1  1.)
If |b|03B1  r, let bh E B be r-’ approximation to b (according to (i))

and let Jl’ E S" be also r-’ approximation to À E S". We have

while

Similarly

by (1) and (2).
Now the situation of Lemmas 3, 4 and 6 of [1] for WCG Banach

space can also be modified such that some subsets K C X* may be

preserved under P*:X*~X*. The following lemma corresponds to
Lemma 6 of [1].

LEMMA 2: Let (X, ~·~) be a WCG Banach space generated by a
weakly compact absolutely convex subset C C X. Let K C X* be w*
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compact subset of X* such that sp K is 1-norming and let one of the
two following conditions be satisfied: (a) K is lineary independent,
(b) KBfOl is lineary independent. Let IL be the first ordinal of car-
dinality card X and let {x03B1; a  03BC} be a dense subset of X. Then there
is a "long sequence" of linear projections {P03B1; 03C9  03B1  03BC} with

IIPali = 1, PaC CC, P:K C K, densP,,,X-a=, P03B1P03B2 = P03B2P03B1 = P03B2
whenever 8  a, U 03B2 03B1P ~+1X is dense in Py for every a &#x3E; w and

Xa E P 03B1+1X,

PROOF: f ollows as in Lemmas 3, 4 and 6 of [ 1 ] with the following
changes. As finite-dimensional lemma we use Lemma 1 (for KB101 in
case (b)) and we work on the vector space sp K with two norms : ~·~
and 1.1 were f | = sup {f (x); x E CI. Both norms are w*-lower semi-
concontinuous and we may take the cluster points of operators T in
the w * topology with TK C K, I TI = IITII = 1 and T *xn = Xn’ We have
canonical isometric imbedding X C (sp K)*. Now T*C C C because
1 T = 1 and thus T *X C X, which implies that T is w * - w * con-

tinuous. This enables the construction of projection as in Lemma 4 of
[1]. We use also the fact that if P is a projection P : X ~ X, then
dens PX = w* dens P*X*.

The situation of Lemma 2 is hereditary on some complemented
subspaces of X in the following sense:

LEMMA 3: If (X, Il.11) and K C X* are as in Lemma 2 and P is a
continuous linear projection P : X ~B X such that P *K C K, then

(PX, Il.11) and K’ = K/PX C (PX)* satisfy again the assumptions of
Lemma 2, i.e. PX is WCG, sp K’ is 1-norming, K’ is w* compact and
either K’ or K’-101 is linearly independent.

PROOF: Let ki E K, kilPX7é 0, ~ni=1 03BBiki(Px) = 0 f or all x E X. Then
~ ÀiP *ki = 0. But P *ki are different non-zero elements of K and thus
linearly independent. Thus Ài = 0, which gives that K’ or K’-{0} is

linearly independent. The other properties are quite evident.
The following is a refinement of some result of Trojanski [19]. We

repeat it here explicitly.

LEMMA 4: Let (X, Il.11) and K C X* be as in Lemma 2. Then there
exists a transfinite sequence {T03B1} of continuous linear projections
Ta : X ~ X satisf ying the following conditions

(i) for each x E X and E &#x3E; 0 the set

is finite
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(ii) for each x E X

where

PROOF: follows exactly as the corresponding part of the proof of
Theorem 1 of [19]. It remains only to observe (iv). Following [19] and

using Lemmas 2 and 3, we put by induction Ta = S03B1’03B1’’(P03B1’ +1 - P03B1’) + Pa’
where S03B1’03B1’’ : (P03B1’+1- P03B1’)X ~ (P03B1’+1 - P«-)X and a = (a’, a"). Thus

T*03B1 = (P*03B1’+1 - P *03B1,)(S03B1’03B1’’)* + P:, where (S03B1’03B1’’)* : [(P03B1’+1 - P03B1’)X ] * ~
[(P a’+l - P03B1’)X ]* and (S03B1’03B1’’)* : sp K’ ~ sp K’ where K’ = KI(P a’+l - P«,)X.
Now we observe that (P a’+l - P03B1’)* sp K’ = (P03B1’+t - PJ* sp K C sp K

(we denote (P a’+l - Pa’): X ~ (P03B1’+1 - P a’)X and (Pa’+l - Pa’): X ~ X by
the same letters and similarly for its dual). This shows that

T*03B1 : sp K ~ sp K.

PROPOSITION 1: Let (X, Il.1/) and K C X * be as in Lemma 2. Then
there is an M-basis {xi, xi*} of X such that sp {xi*} C sp K.

PROOF: Let {T03B1} be a transfinite sequence of projections satisfying
(i)-(v) from Lemma 4. We can identify (T *03B1+1- T *03B1)X * with [(Ta+l-
T03B1)X]* by the canonical w * - w * and norm-norm isomorphism.
Every (T03B1+1 - Ta)X is separable and thus there are M-bases {xj03B1, fj03B1}j of
(T03B1+1 - T03B1)X such that sp {fj03B1}j C sp (T03B1+1 - Ta)K (cf. e.g. [11, Theorem
111.1]). As usually, we put these M-bases together (cf. e.g. [7]) to form
M-basis {xj03B1, fj03B1}j,03B1 = {xi, xi*} of X.

PROPOSITION 2: Let (X, ~·~) and K C X * be as in Lemma 2. Then
there exists one to one imbedding T: X ~ co(F) which is w(X, sp K) -
w continuous on bounded subsets and ~T~ = 1.

PROOF: We follow Dyer [5]. Let {xi, xi*}iEr be an M-basis of X with
sp {xi*} C sp K and ~xi*~ = 1. We define Tx = {xi*(x)}. Evidently T is

continuous with respect to w(X, sp K) topology on X and the to-
pology of coordinate convergence on Co(r). But the latter coincides
with weak topology on bounded subsets.
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PROPOSITION 3: Let (X, Il.11) and K C X* be as in Lemma 2. Then X
has an equivalent L UR norm which is lower w(X, sp K) semicontinuous
and its dual norm on X* is rotund.

PROOF: First we construct LUR norm ~ · B~ on X which is lower
w(X, sp K) semicontinuous. Let Il.11 be the lower w(X, sp K) semicon-
tinuous norm on X, i.e. the closed unit ball is w(X, sp K) closed. Now
we use Propositions 1 and 2, Lemma 7 from [10] and proceed as in
[19] to obtain LUR norm 111 - 111 on X which is lower w(X, sp K)
semicontinuous on bounded subsets. Let a be such that S"’ =

(x ; 111 x 111  1} C S" = lx; ~x~  al. Thus S"’ is w(X, sp K) closed in S",
but because S" is also w(X, sp K) closed, we obtain that S"’ is

w(X, sp K) closed in X.

By Lemma 11 of [10] there is another equivalent norm on X which
is lower w(X, sp K) semicontinuous and its dual norm on X* is

rotund. Now we combine these two norms by the averaging pro-
cedure of E. Asplund ([2] and [3]), similarly as in the proof of
Theorem 1 in [10] and using some results of J. Moreau [16], to obtain
the desired norm.

COROLLARY 1: Let K be an Eberlein compact. Then on C(K) there
exists an equivalent LUR norm 111 - 111 the dual norm of which is

rotund and the unit bail lx; 1/1 x 111  Il of which is pointwise closed.
Thus on the unit sphere (x ; III x 111 = Il coincide the norm and point-
wise topology.

4. Extension of M-bases in WC G spaces

The following lemma is implicitly contained in [20].

LEMMA 5: Let {(Xi, g;)hEI C X x X* be a biorthogonal system such
that Igil are total over L = sp fxil C X. Let P : X ~ X be a continuous
linear mapping and denote PX ~ fxil = lxi; i E mi. Suppose that
(a) PL = sp (xi ; i ~ M),
(b) P *gi gi for all i E M.

Then Pxi = 0 for all i e M.

PROOF : Let ie M. If j ~B M then gj (Pxi) = 0 because of (a). If j E M
then also gj(Px;) = (P *gj )(xi ) = gj (xi ) = 0 using (b).
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DEFINITION: Let {xi, xi*}i~I be an M-basis of its closed linear span in
X and let P : X ~ X be a projection. We will say that the Projection
P agrees with the M-basis (xi, xi*) if, for all i, either Pxi = xi or

PXi = 0.

Thus Lemma 5 says that if P is projection moreover then P agrees
with the M-basis (xi, gi/L}.
The following lemma is a modification of Lemma 4 from [1].

LEMMA 6: Let (X, |·|) be a Banach space generated by a weakly
compact absolutely convex subset K. Let {Xi’ x*i}i~I be an M-basis of
its closed linear span sp {Xi} C X. Let 3M be an infinite cardinal

number; Y, a subspace of X with dens Y  M; and F, a subspace of
X * with w* dens F  M. Then there exists a linear projection P : X ~
X which agrees with the M-basis {Xi’ X*i} and IP | = 1, Py = y for every
y E Y, P * f = f f or every f E F, PK C K, and dens PX  M.

If, moreover, sp (xi) = X and a closed subspace L C X is given, then
the projection P may be constructed so that also PL c L.

PROOF: Suppose the first alternative sp {xi} ~ X and put L = sp {xi}
and sp K = N. There is Y’ C N such that Y C Y’ and dens Y’ =
dens Y. Thus we may assume that YeN. The proof now follows as
in Lemmas 3 and 4 in [1], but using as the starting finite-dimensional
lemma Lemma 2 of [7]. In Lemma 3 of [1] ] we thus obtain the
existence of T : X ~ X with the additional properties TL C Land
TK C K. Now we proceed quite similarly as in the proof of Lemma 4
of [1] to construct the projection P, which has also the properties (a),
(b) from Lemma 5. Indeed, if M = No we choose Yn and Tn (from the
proof of Lemma 4 of [1]) with the additional properties Yn ~ L =
sp ( Yn ~ {Xi}) and T *ngi = gi for all i such that Xi E Yn-1; (gui E X* are
arbitrary fixed extensions of xi* E L*). We have

Thus all these sets agree, which gives (a) and PL = sp [(U Yn) rl {xi}] =
sp lxi; i E MI. This easily implies (b).

If sp lxil = X and a closed subspace L C X is given, we proceed
quite similarly. Yn and Tn in Lemma 4 of [1] are now chosen with the
additional properties: Yn = sp ( Yn n {xi), TnL C L and T n x * = xi* for
all i such that xi E Yn-1. Then also PX = sp (U Yn ~ lxii) =
sp {Xi; i E MI and also (b) from Lemma 6 follows easily.
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If M &#x3E; Ko we proceed again similarly as in [1] but take all pro-

jections Pa such that they agree with the M-basis {xi’ xi*}.

PROPOSITION 4: Let (xi, x*i)ieI be an M-basis of a subspace of a
WCG Banach space X. Then the M-basis {xi, xi*} can be extended to
an M-basis of X.

PROOF: is by induction on dens X. If X is separable then Pro-
position 4 reduces to Theorem 1 of [6]. If dens X &#x3E; Ko, we construct a
transfinite sequence {T03B1} having properties (i)-(iii) and (v) from
Lemma 4 and such that all Ta agree with M-basis (xi, xi*). Then we
have

because of the monotony of T03B1’s and the density of U T03B1X in X.

Now, if we extend the M-bases (T03B1+1 - T03B1)X ~ {Xi} to M-bases of
(T03B1+1 - TJX and put them together (cf. e.g. proof of Proposition 5 in
[7]), they form an M-basis of X which extends {Xi’ xi*}.

PROPOSITION 5: Let {xi’ xi} be a shrinking M-basis of a subspace
of X and let in X exists a shrinking M-basis. Then the M-basis (x;, je*}
can be extended to a shrinking M-basis of X.

PROOF: If X has a shrinking M-basis then it is WCG and has an
equivalent Fréchet difierentiable norm 1.1 (cf. e.g. [8]). Then the usual
decomposition of X by transfinite sequence of projections (P03B1),
|P03B1| | = 1 has the property that U 03B203B1 P*03B2+1 X * is dense in P 03B1*X* (cf. e.g.
[8, Lemma 3]). Thus the system {T03B1} constructed in Lemma 4 has also
the property that U03B203B1 T *03B2+1X * is dense in T *03B1X *. Now we proceed as
in the preceeding proof.

5. Heredity of the existence of norming M-basis in WCG spaces

PROPOSITION 6: Let X be a WCG Banach space which has an M-basis

whose coefficient space is 8-norming. Then every closed subspace L C X
has also an M-basis with 03B4-norming coefficient space.

PROOF: Let (xi, xi*) be an M-basis of X with 03B4-norming coeflicient
space. Similarly as in the proof of Proposition 4 and using the second
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part of Lemma 7 we construct a transfinite system of projections {T03B1}
with properties (i)-(iii), (v) from Lemma 4, TaL C L and such that all
Ta agree with the M-basis lxi, xi*}. Evidently xi E (T03B1+1- T03B1)X ~ x1 E
(T*03B1+1 - T*03B1)X*. Thus the sets Ca = (T*03B1+1 - T*03B1)X* fl {x*i} are at most
countable. By Theorem 111.1 of [11] there is (for each a) M-basis

{x03B1n, x*03B1n} of (T03B1+1 - T,)L whose coefficient space sp {x*03B1n}n contains
the countable set C03B1/(T03B1+1 - Ta)L. Denote fan = (T:+1 - T:)x:nIL. As
usually lx.., now form the M-basis of L whose coefficient space
contains U Ca/L = {x*i/L} (we used the fact that Ta agree with

{Xi’ x*i}). Evidently U Ca is 8-norming on L.
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